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The Lapp record group contains sermons and papers. In addition to records of ASOR, there are those of the Palestine Archaeological Museum, on whose Board Lapp served. This interlinking of the two institutions placed Lapp in touch with the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the controversy surrounding these treasures.

SCOPE

Paul Wilbert Lapp was native to California, born August 5, 1930. His Curriculum Vitae is impressive: AB, Concordia College (1951); Concordia Seminary in St. Louis, Missouri (1955); MA and PhD. Ed., University of California, Berkeley (1955); PhD at Johns Hopkins University with continuing study in Semitic languages and Near Eastern Archaeology as a Fellow at the American School of Oriental Research (ASOR), Jerusalem (1958); ThD, Harvard Divinity School (1960). Lapp's dissertation addressed Palestinian Ceramic Chronology: 200 BC--AD 70." It was acclaimed as "excellent," and was later published by ASOR.

Paul Lapp joined the faculty of American University in Washington, DC in 1959. He served as "Annual Professor, Director, or Professor of Archaeology" at ASOR for eight years. His connection with Pittsburgh Theological Seminary began in 1968, as Professor of Old Testament and Archaeology, and ended abruptly with his untimely death at age 39.

The career of Paul Lapp demonstrated energy, brilliance, scholarship and dedication. He was acclaimed as a foremost Near Eastern archaeologist of his generation. Published prolifically, a number of works were left for his widow, Nancy Renn Lapp, a collaborative archaeologist, to prepare for publication.

Paul Lapp died while swimming off Cyprus in 1970. His burial, at the request of his wife, was made at Jerusalem.
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Box 1
I. Sermons
II. ASOR, PAM, etc. documents ca. 1962-1968 listings need checking
   Note: other ASOR documents of PWL sent to ASOR for their archives

Box 2
Correspondence alphabetical by person receiving or writing to PWL

Box 3
need listing:

Reprints of Paul’s articles, as checked on Bibliography list included
Biographical material
Files
   January 1970 Near East trip
   public lectures and lecture correspondence 1968-70
   pending PTS position
   archaeology lecture notes, Bir Zeit University (Jordan)
   Jordan Department of Antiquities
   position correspondence
   American University correspondence
   pre-1960 lectures and lecture correspondence
   education degree
   PhD dissertation (Education)

Box 4
Files concerned aborted excavations in Egypt, 1968-70
Cyprus expedition, May 1970, correspondence
Paul W. Lapp’s papers in the PTS archives  as of 7/17/08, bold added 2/9/09

71.2

Box 1

I. Sermons
II. ASOR, PAM, etc. documents ca. 1962-1968 listings need checking
    Note: other ASOR documents of PWL sent to ASOR for their archives

Box 2

Correspondence alphabetical by person receiving or writing to PWL

    Albright
    Cross
    Wright, G. E. 1966-1977
    Wright, G. E. to 1966

Box 3

Reprints of Paul’s articles, as checked on Bibliography list included
Biographical material
Files
    January 1970 Near East trip
    public lectures and lecture correspondence 1968-70
    pending PTS position
    archaeology lecture notes, Bir Zeit University (Jordan)
    Jordan Department of Antiquities
    position correspondence
    American University correspondence
    pre-1960 lectures and lecture correspondence
    education degree
    PhD dissertation (Education)

ASOR lecture tour, 1966
Israel Department of Antiquities

USAID 1965-1067
USAID Samaria – 1965-67

Dissertation copy

Box 4

Files concerned aborted excavations in Egypt, 1968-70
Cyprus expedition, May 1970, correspondence

Idalion correspondence – 1970
Idalion staff
I. Sermons

2. Salvation from the earth.
3. Blessed is he that enters.
4. Except ye become as little children.
5. Salvation from the earth. (variant version)
6. Living in the dangerous time of grace.
7. We learn that God has supplied our need.
8. Standing before God.
   What...Christmas?
   Salvation from the earth. (variant version)
10. Arise and shine (3 versions).
13. Sermon studies on Christmas texts.
15. Feast of circumcision.
16. Arm yourselves for your coming king.
   Christian hope and the bewildering future.
17. Think Christ and you will live Christ.
18. Jesus at temple.
19. Candles, lampshades and parasols.
20. Everything is OK.
22. Drop down...bring forth salvation.
23. We say we have not sinned.
24. Children's Christmas.
25. Preparation...final advent of Christ.
26. Arm yourselves...coming king.
27. As with gladness....by Gerhard Schroth (2 copies).

28. Correspondence...Lutheran Service Society.
29. Three names...Holy Spirit.
30. The love of devotion.
32. Blessed...not seen and yet believe.
33. The daily challenge of faith.
34. The future of the gospel.
35. The excitement of pentecost.

36. The dry bones.
37. Every good...from above.
38. Through the Holy Spirit.
40. The master painter.
41. Universal salvation (variant).
42. Universal salvation: God’s answer to prayer.
43. Predestination...ascension and the Holy Spirit.
44. Easter means life.
45. Lutheran Service Society brochure.
46. Tension resolved.
47. Calvary Lutheran...church bulletin, 3/30/61.

LENT

49. Christ is Lord.
50. Judge me, O God.
51. Christ is Lord.
52. He conquers.
53. The strong man.
54. Children of the promise.
55. Who is the Christ?
56. Why not live in sin?
57. The word of God is seed.
58. Charity seeketh not her own.
59. Thank God! A new contract.
60. Is your God like a cadillac?
61. Christ is Lord rejected.
62. Christ is Lord refined.
63. A study...Hebrew 9:11-15.
64. Who is the Christ?
65. Judge.
66. The object of redemption--(essay).

67. (fragment?).

LENT

68. A son...or the son of God?

69. Jesus, Jews and idolatry.

70. It is finished.

71. The story of Lent--(a paper).

72. Who is the Christ?

73. Why not live in sin?

74. Why to Palestine.

75. Good Friday (bulletin).

SPECIAL OCCASIONS

76. Thanksgiving--for idols or gifts? (3 versions).

77. Ordination, George W. MacRae, S.J. (bulletin).

78. Interest yourself in missions!

79. A refuge from the roaring Lord.

80. Seeking a homeland.

81. The church and lone-wolfism.

82. Behold, I stand...knock.

83. Old paths and new.

84. Your tree of life.

85. I trust in the Lord.

86. Church...university.


88. Education of children...leadership.

89. Our ministry is the Lord's.

90. "The mind of God...church" by James E. Wagner.
TRINITY

91. A dead morality of a merry sinner.
92. The Christian...and...neighbor.
93. Three meanings: city; temple-church; heaven.
94. A God at hand...afar off.
95. Christian certainty....
96. Is Christianity practical?
97. Heroes of the faith.
98. The art of catching fish.
99. The importance of things.
100. What have you...received?
101. Love God...as you want.
102. How many loaves?
103. The Pharisees of Carson Valley.
104. Investing...wisely.
105. It's the motive that counts.
106. You can have...joy.
107. How do you know...Christian? (series).
108. Witnessing God's universal love.
109. Our giving God.

110. Why...behave....?
111. 9th Sunday of trinity.
112. The law, the spirit and the son...(series).
113. We come to bury Luther....
114. Are you a prisoner...?
115. The law....
116. Human behaviour....
117. Saints through the Holy Spirit. (2 versions).
118. Miscellaneous.

TRINITY


120. Have you paid...taxes.

121. Will you be surprised?

122. What about death?

123. Heroes of the faith.

124. The Christians grasp on life.

125. Our church anniversary...Elijah.

126. The altar...no fire....


128. From self...selfless service.

129. The heart...matter.

130. Do you...as God forgives?

131. Miscellaneous.

PHOTOGRAPH (Paul W. Lapp).
II. Correspondence.

American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR) to Chase Manhattan Bank, September 6, 1963.


ASOR Minutes, Board of Trustees, December 1963.

ASOR, Minutes, Corporation, December 31, 1963.

ASOR, Minutes, Board of Trustees, 1964.

ASOR, Budget, April 1, 1964.


ASOR, to Corporation Representatives, October 1, 1964.

ASOR, Fellowships, October 1, 1964.

ASOR, to Corporation Members, October 1, 1964.

ASOR, Fr. F.S. North to Yale, November 2, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Phelps, November 25, 1964.

ASOR, Minutes, Trustees, December 1964.

ASOR, Minutes, Corporation, December 29, 1964.

ASOR, Memorandum to Corporation Representatives, January 25, 1965; Minutes, Corporation, December 1964.

ASOR, Minutes, Trustees, 1965.

ASOR, Budget, May 7, 1965.


ASOR, Professional Expense, P. Lapp, June 22, 1965.
II. Correspondence, Records, ASOR.

ASOR, Stipend, P. Lapp, June 22, 1965.
ASOR, Minutes, Trustees, 1966.
ASOR, Minutes, Trustees, 1967.

Correspondence and Records, ASOR.
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Correspondence and Records, ASOR.


Correspondence and Records.

Palestine Archaeological Museum (PAM), Yusef Saad to Lapp.
Minutes, Board, PAM, November 25, 1961.
Lapp to de Vaux, November 15, 1962.
Raouf S. Abujaber to Saad, PAM, October 21, 1961.
MANAGER to Saad, PAM, re: Insurance of Dead Sea Scrolls,
October 23, 1961.
Hani Haddadin to PAM, October 17, 1961.
de Vaux to Lapp, September 19, 1961.
de Vaux to A. Henry Detweiler, September 19, 1963,
Saad, PAM, to Edward F. Campbell, Jr., August 31, 1961.
de Vaux, PAM, to Detweiler, August 20, 1961.
Detweiler to de Vaux, August 20, 1961.
Saad, PAM, to Detweiler, July 25, 1961.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, August 2, 1961.
Minutes, Board, PAM, July 20, 1961.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, July 22, 1961.
Minutes, Board, PAM, July 20, 1961.
Detweiler to de Vaux, July 18, 1961.
Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, July 23, 1961.
de Vaux, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, July 12, 1961.
Prime Minister Bahjat at-Talhuni to U. S. Ambassador, July 4,
1961.
Draft, Regulations for Medical Treatment to PAM staff. FF 17.

Correspondence and Records.

Proposed PAM Site Plan.
Law No. 3 for 1955, amending corder in council, PAM. FF 18.

Correspondence adn Records.

Minutes, Board, PAM, December 8, 1962.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, December 31, 1962.
Correspondence and Records.

Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, December 14, 1962.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, December 13, 1962.
Agenda, December 8, 1962.
Draft Agreement, Academy and PAM, no date.
Awni Dajani to President, Trustees, PAM, August 21, 1962.
Dajani to PAM, August 22, 1962.
Dajani to PAM, November 20, 1962.
de Vaux, to Lapp, ASOR, November 13, 1962.
Draft Agenda, December 8, 1962.
Dajani to Trustees, PAM, August 21, 1962.
Dajani to Trustees, PAM, August 22, 1962.
Draft Agreement, Academie and PAM, no date.
Lapp, ASOR, to John E. Simpson, August 27, 1962.
Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, July 14, 1962.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, July 10, 1962.
Dajani to Saad, PAM, June 27, 1962.
Lapp, ASOR, to de Vaux, May 29, 1962.
Minutes Board, PAM, May 5, 1962; financial records.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, June 6, 1962.
Lapp, ASOR, to de Vaux, November 17, 1962.
Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, May 28, 1962.
Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, May 22, 1962.
British Embassy to Prime Minister, Jordan, March 29, 1962.
Allegro to Mr. Morris, British Embassy, April 2, 1962.
Answers to Charges...by Allegro rom de Vaux.
Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, April 19, 1962.
lapp, ASOR to E. A. Speiser, March 28, 1962.
Lapp, ASOR, de Vaux, March 14, 1962.
Detweiler, ASOR, memo, March 1, 1962.
Saad, PAM, to Detweiler, February 4, 1962.
Agreement, ASOR, and PAM, no date.

Correspondence and Records.

Saad, PAM to Lapp; Minutes, Board, PAM, November 30, 1963.
Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, April 11, 1967; Lapp to de Vaux, April 6, 1964; Agenda, May 9, 1964.
Lapp, ASOR to Saad, PAM, April 3, 1964.
Note: Army Encroachment on PAM Garden.
Minister...Economy, Amman to PAM, re: Dead Sea Scrolls.
Lapp to Saad, PAM, December 1963; Saad, PAM to Lapp, December 5, 1963.
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Correspondence and Records.

ASOR, Lapp to John E. Simpson, August 27, 1962.

ASOR, Lapp to Yusef Saad, July 14, 1962.

Yusef Saad to Lapp, July 10, 1962.

Awni Dajani to PAM, June 27, 1962.


Lapp to PAM, Yusef Saad, May 28, 1962; Saad to Lapp, May 22, 1962.

PAM, Minutes, May 5, 1962.


Dr. Plenderleith's Report, 1962.

Lapp to Yusef Saad, April 19, 1962.

Lap to E. A. Speiser, March 28, 1962.

ASOR, Lapp to Pere R. de Vaux, March 14, 1962.


PAM, Saad to Detweiler, February 4, 1962.


Agreement: ASOR and PAM re: Dead Sea Scrolls.

Correspondence and Records.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, ASOR, December 21, 1963.

Minutes, PAM, November 30, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to Saad, PAM, April 11, 1964.

de Vaux, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, April 6, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to PAM, Saad, April 2, 1964.

Memo: Army Encroachment on PAM Garden.


Minister of National Economy to PAM, December 4, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to PAM, Saad, December 9, 1963.

Saad to Lapp, December 5, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to Visijar Laboratory Supply Co. Ltd, November 13, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to Daoud Kanaan, Office of Customs, November 9, 1963.

Visijar Laboratory, bill of sale, October 21, 1963.

ASOR to Visijar Laboratory, to Lapp, April 26, 1963.


ASOR, Lapp to Visijar Laboratory Supply, November 18, 1962.

ASOR, Lapp to Visijar Laboratory Supply, June 25, 1962.

Visijar Laboratory Supply to ASOR, J. A. Sanders, June 18, 1962.

ASOR, J. A. Sanders to Visijar Laboratory Supply, June 4, 1962.

Visajar Laboratory Supply to J. A. Sanders, ASOR, May 30, 1962.

ASOR, Sanders to Visijar Laboratory Supply, May 26 1962.


Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. to ASOR, April 17, 1962.

ASOR, to Imperial Chemical Industries, April 11, 1962.

Yusef Saad, PAM to E. F. Campbell, Jr., November 27, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to de Vaux, October 22, 1963.  FF 20.
Correspondence and Records.

de Vaux, PAM to ASOR, Lapp, October 1963.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, ASOR, July 31, 1963; financial record.


ASOR, Lapp to Saad, PAM, May 13, 1963.

PAM, Saad to Dr. Lapp, May 11, 1963.

PAM, de Vaux to ASOR, Detweiler, May 11, 1963; Agreement, April 25, 1963.

Macomber, U. S. Embassy, Amman to Gus W. Van Beek, Smithsonian, Division of Archeology, May 9, 1963.

PAM, Saad to ASOR, Lapp, March 6, 1963; Minutes, PAM Committee March 5, 1963.

ASOR, Lapp to PAM, Saad, March 22, 1963.

PAM, de Vaux to ASOR, Lapp, March 22, 1963

Correspondence and Records.


Correspondence, Barnes to General Hikmat Mihyar, December 11, 1964.

PAM, Summary, telephone conversation.

PAM, memo: Property, PAM.

PAM, Museum Property.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, October 27, 1964,


Embassy, Barnes to Lapp, November 5, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Geoffrey Lewis, October 13, 1964.
Correspondence, Director of Lands & Research, Jerusalem.

Notes: meeting with Ambassador Barnes, August 6, 1964.

Note: ___________ to Lapp, December 29, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Kathleen M. Kenyon, December 30, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Gus Van Beek, December 28, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Frank M. Cross, Jr., December 28, 1964.


ASOR, Lapp to John Allegro, December 28, 1964.


ASOR, Lapp to P. Benoit, December 29, 1964.


ASOR, Lapp to de Vaux, December 29, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to John Strugnell, December 29, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Patrick Skehan, December 29, 1964.

Note: Dead Sea Scrolls, December 15, 1964.

Proposed Exhibit of Dead Sea Scrolls.

R. de Vaux to Lapp, December 18, 1964.


ASOR, Lapp to de Vaux, December 3, 1964.

ASOR, Lapp to Patrick Skehan, October 20, 1964.

John Allegro to Lapp, September 16, 1964.

Lapp to Allegro, September 24, 1964.

de Vaux to Barthelemy, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Lapp, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Baillet, July 12, 1964 (copy).
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Correspondence and Records.

dey Vaux to C. H. Munzinger, July 12, 1964 (copy).

From letter to F. M. Cross, June 28, 1964.

dey Vaux to Allegro, July 12, 1964 (copy).

dey Vaux to P. Skehan, July 12, 1964 (copy).

dey Vaux to J. T. Milik, July 12, 1964 (copy).

Proposed Exhibit of Dead Sea Scrolls.

dey Vaux to Ambassador Barnes, June 21, 1964 (copy).

Telegram: May 6, 1964 from Sanders.

Yusef Saad to Lapp, June 8, 1964, re: Dead Sea Scrolls, with budget/financial records.

ASOR, Lapp, to Saad, PAM, May 15, 1964.

PAM, Saad, to Lapp, May 12, 1964.  FF 22.

Correspondence and Records.


Minutes, PAM Board, November 20, 1965.

PAM, Board of Trustees, Lapp to Jordan Prime Minister Wasfi Tel, (no date).

PAM, Saad to Lapp, August 6, 1965.

Lapp to Saad, July 3, 1965; Saad to Lapp, July 5, 1965.

Lapp to Barnes, June 21, 1965.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, May 27, 1965.
Correspondence and Records, continued.

Ottoman Bank to PAM, June 9, 1965, financial record.

J.L.W. to Ottoman Bank, June 8, 1965.

PAM appeal of Central Bank decision re: investment plan.


Skehan to Lapp, May 21, 1965.

M. Baillot to Lapp, April 30, 1965.

J. Strufnel to Lapp, April 14, 1965.

Controller of ________, re: PAM deposit, Ottoman Bank.

Stucky to Lapp, April 18, 1965, photo card, Concorde Sq., Paris.


PAM, Trustees, April 26, 1965, date of next meeting.

PAM, Board, Minutes, November 28, 1964.

D. Barthelemy to Lapp, April 19, 1965.


International Centre...Cultural Property, December 18, 1964.

Notes: re: Dead Sea Scrolls.


Correspondence and Records, continued.

Note: re: Israel's claim of share of Dead Sea Scrolls funds.
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Correspondence and Records, continued.

Note: re: PAM, budget, etc.

Memo: Property of PAM to PM Wasfi Tel, February 10, 1966; copy.

PAM, Saad to Barnes, U. S. Embassy, April 10, 1966.

Note: Nationalization PAM and international problems; copy.

Allegro to de Vaux re: publication.

PAM Curator's interview with Governor of Jerusalem, June 1, 1966.

PAM Draft Agenda, June 4, 1966.

Report: Editing and publishing, Dead Sea Scrolls, PAM.


PAM, Saad to Lapp, July 27, 1966; Memo: Awni Dajani to Trustees, PAM, July 26, 1966.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, August 2, 1966.

PAM to Prime Minister, Jordan, August 4, 1966.

Note: Discussion, Trustees PAM meeting.

Minutes, Board Meeting, PAM, August 31, 1966.

Pierre Benoit, PAM, to Lapp, September 6, 1966.

PAM, Saad to Lapp, September 7, 1966; Minutes: Board, PAM, August 31, 1966.

ASOR, Frank Cross & Ernest Wright to Pere Benoit, PAM, September 12, 1966.

PAM, Benoit to Lapp, September 20, 1966.

PAM, Administrative structure.
Correspondence and Records, continued.


Statement: PAM Nationalization.

PAM to Wright and Cross, Harvard, August 12, 1966.


PAM, Jerusalem, Merrill Lynch investment information.

Criticism in the Christian World: Capriccio Allegro or How Not to Learn in Ten Years, October 5, 1966.


PAM, Law No. 3 for 1955, Amending...Order...Council. FF 24.

Correspondence and Records, Continued.


Enquiry by D. G. Bridson, re: Dead Sea Scrolls.


Correspondence and Records.


Photo: shipment to Smithsonian Institution.

Tentative Outline for Dead Sea Scrolls Traveling Exhibit.

PAM, R. de Vaux to Ambassador Barnes, June 21, 1964; Barnes to de Vaux, May 7, 1964.

4Q 175 Testimonia (de Vaux translation).

Proposal: Smithsonian...Exhibition of Dead Sea Scrolls...1965.
Correspondence and Records.

Lapp to Gus W. Van Beek, March 6, 1964.
Ambassador Barnes to de Vaux, May 7, 1964.
Lapp to J. A. Sanders, April 29, 1965.
de Vaux to Awni Dajani, April 4, 1964 (copy).
de Vaux to Sir Frank Francis, February 20, 1963; de Vaux to Sir
Sir Roderick Parkes, February 20, 1963; Parkes to ________;
Rik to de Vaux.

British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem to de Vaux, August 12,
1962.

_______ to Frank ________ British Museum, August 12, 1962.
K.M. Kenyon to Kathleen ________, August 23, 1962.
Answers to...charges...by Dr. Allegro, April 2, 1962.
Answers...early drafts.
_______ to Mr. Hudson, April 13, 1962.
_______ to Frank Francis, April 12, 1962.
Lapp to Van Beek, August 26, 1962.  FF 25.

Correspondence and Records, continued.

_______ to Dear Father, no date.
_______ to John Strugnell, March 11, 1964.
de Vaux to P. W. Skehan, March 11, 1964; Skehan to de Vaux,
_______ to Father, February 9, 1964.
Plan (for exhibit of Dead Sea Scrolls?); instructions for
mounting photographs.
de Vaux to Skehan, January 25, 1964.
Strugnell to de Vaux, February 8, 1964.
Frank Cross to de Vaux, January 28, 1964.
Cave distribution list, Editor Frank Cross, Jr.
_______ to de Vaux, December 2, 1963.
Skehan to de Vaux, January 5, 1964.
Mss. 4Q: montage, premier 1ot.
de Vaux to Cross, no date.
de Vaux to Strugnell, January 18, 1964.
de Vaux to Milik, January 18, 1964.
de Vaux to Skehan, November 29, 1963.
de Vaux to Hunzinger, November 29, 1963.
de Vaux to Milik, November 29, 1963.
Correspondence and Records, continued.

Letter describing trip to Palestine, no date or name.
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Correspondence and Records.

Antiquities Order No. I of 1953.

University Graduates, Department of Antiquities, no date. FF 14.

Correspondence and Records.


ASOR, D. Tweedy to Muhammad Tuquan.


Antiquities Order No. 1 of 1953.

Antiquities Law, No. 33, 1953.

University Graduates, Department of Antiquities, no date. FF 15.

Correspondence and Records.

Antiquities Law, 1966. FF 16.

Correspondence and Records.


Correspondence and Records.

The Palestine Archaeological Museum to Paul Lapp, December 21, 1961.

Memo: postpone meeting, Trustees, November 25, 1962.

Pere R. de Vaux to Lapp, November 1961.

Lapp to de Vaux, November 15, 1961.

Raouf S. Abujaber to Curator, Palestine Archeological Museum (PAM), October 21, 1961.

Manager, Red Sea Shipping Company to PAM, re: Dead Sea Scrolls, October 23, 1961.

REd Sea Shipping Company to PAM, re: Dead Sea Scrolls, insurance.

de Vaux to Lapp.
II. LAPP, Paul W. (71:2)

Correspondence and Records.

PAM to E. F. Campbell, Jr., August 31, 1961.

de Vaux to Detweiler, ASOR, August 28, 1961.

ASOR, Detweiler to de Vaux, August 20, 1961.

PAM to Detweiler, July 25, 1961.

PAM to Lapp, August 2, 1961.

PAM, Minutes, July 20, 1961.

PAM to Lapp, July 22, 1961.

PAM, Minutes, July 20, 1961.

ASOR, Detweiler to de Vaux, July 18, 1961.


PAM, de Vaux to Lapp, July 12, 1961.


Bahjat at-Talhuni, Prime Minister to Embassy, July 4, 1961.


Draft, Regulation, Medical Treatment to the Museum Staff. FF 18.

Correspondence and REcords.

Architectural Plan, PAM.


Hazza Majali to Minister of Education (Antiquities).

Regulation, Grant of Gratuity, PAM.


Correspondence and Records.

PAM, Minutes, December 8, 1962.


Draft: PAM re: Dead Sea Scrolls.
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Correspondence and Records.

Lapp, ASOR, to VISijar Laboratory Supply Co. Ltd., November 13, 1963; Daoud Kanaan, Office of Customs, Jordan to Lapp, November 9, 1963.

Invoice, VISijar...to ASOR, October 21, 1963 x 2; Monuments to VISijar x 2, re: Scrolls; Vera I. Dickson to VISijar, April 26, 1963; telegram, March 28, 1963; Jerusalem to VISijar, re: Scrolls x 2; Lapp, ASOR, to VISijar, February 10, 1963; VISijar to Lapp, December 4, 1962; Lapp, to VISijar, November 18, 1962; Lapp to VISijar, June 25, 1962; VISijar to Sanders, ASOR, June 18, 1962; Sanders, ASOR, to VISijar, June 4, 1962; VISijar to Sanders, May 30, 1962; Sanders, to VISijar, May 25, 1962; Imperial Chemical Industries to A. H. Hammudeh, May 8, 1962; Imperial Chemical Industries, to ASOR, April 27, 1962; Sanders to ICI, Ltd., April 11, 1962.

Saad, PAM, to E. F. Campbell, Jr., November 27, 1963; Lapp to de Vaux, October 22, 1963; de Vaux to Lapp, October 16, 1963; Agenda, November 30, 1963.

Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, July 31, 1965 with financial record.

Saad, PAM, to Lapp, ASOR, May 31, 1963, Minutes, PAM Board, May 6, 1963, Minutes, Board, May 6, 1963 and budget '63/'64.

Lapp, ASOR, to Saad, PAM, May 13, 1963; Saad to Lapp, May 11, 1963.

de Vaux to Detweiler, May 11, 1963, Agreement ASOR & PAM.


Saad to Lapp, March 6, 1963, Salary/Wages Committee, March 5 1963. with record.


Correspondence and Records.

notes re: use of land/encroachment by army; Robert G. Barnes, U. S. Embassy, to Major General Hikmat Mihyar, December 11, 1964; phone conversation with Barnes, December 9, 1964; Memo...Property...PAM, December 3, 1964; Saad, PAM,
to Lapp, ASOR, October 27, 1964; U. S. Embassy, Barnes to Lapp, November 5, 1964; Barnes to Lapp, November 5, 1964; Lapp, to Geoffrey Lewis, American Embassy, October 13, 1964; Memo...PAM Property, October 1964; Director of Lands and Surveys to PAM, November 18, 1964.

Benoit to Lapp, December 29, 1964.

Meeting with Ambassador Barnes, August 6, 1964.


Note: December 15, 1964, re: Dead Sea Scrolls.

Proposed Exhibit...Scrolls, October 4, 1964.

de Vaux to Lapp, December 18, 1964.

notes.

de Vaux to Lapp, January 22, 1964, photo card with Quadrangle, Concordia Seminary.

Lapp to de Vaux, December 3, 1964.

Lapp to Skehan, October 20, 1964.

Allegro to Lapp, September 16, 1964.

Lapp to Allegro, September 24, 1964.

Barthélemy to Lapp, July 26, 1964; de Vaux to Bartélemy, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Lapp, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Baillat, July 12, 1964.
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Correspondence and Records.

de Vaux to Hunzinger, July 12, 1964.

from Frank Cross letter: June 28, 1964.

de Vaux to Allegro, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Skehan, July 12, 1964.

de Vaux to Milik, July 12, 1964.

Proposed Exhibit of Dead Sea Scrolls.

de Vaux to Barnes, June 21, 1964.

Telegram, May 6, 1964.

Saad, PAM, to Lapp; Minutes, PAM Board, May 9, 1964, with budget
and agenda, May 9, 1964.

Lapp to Saad, May 15, 1964; Saad to Lapp, May 12, 1964. FF 21.

Correspondence and Records.

Lapp, ASOR, to Merrill, Lynch..., February 15, 1966; notes.
Draft Agenda, NOvember 20, 1965; Minutes, Board, PAM,
November 20, 1965; The Church..., Saints, to Awni Dajani,
September 20, 1965; Eastman Kodak, to Saad, PAM, August 31,
1965; J. M. Arnold to Saad, PAM, NOvember 5, 1965.

Lapp, to Prime Minister Wasfi Tel, no date; Memo: use property,
PAM; Lapp to Wasfi Tal, July 25, 1965.

Yusef (Saad?) to Lapp, August 6, 1965; Lapp to Saad, July 3,
1965; Saad to Lapp, June 24, 1965; Lapp to Barnes, June 21,
1965; Saad to Lapp, May 27, 1965; Ottoman Bank to PAM,
June 9, 1965; Central Bank of Jordan to PAM, May 31, 1965;
Minutes, PAM Board, May 22, 1965; PAM budget (1965); notes;
Skehan to Lapp, May 21, 1965; Baillet to Lapp, April 30,
1965; John (Allegro?) to Lapp, April 14, 1965; letter.

Strucky to Lapp, April 18, 1965, photo card, Place de la Concord.


Lapp to Trustees, PAM, April 26, 1965.
Correspondence and Records.

Minutes, PAM Board, November 28, 1964

Barthélemy to Lapp, April 19, 1965.


Plenderleith, to Lapp (?), December 1964.

Notes re: Dead Sea Scrolls, March 1, 1965.


Correspondence and Records.

Note re PAM.


Item: Land of PAM request from Chamber of Commerce.

Saad and Lapp, PAM, to Excellency, re: control of PAM, April 10, 1966; notes.

Allegro to de Vaux, May 26, 1966.

Curator's Interview with Governor of Jerusalem, June 1, 1966.

Draft Agenda, June 4, 1966.

Report...Dead Sea Scrolls...PAM; de Vaux to Allegro, April 13, 1966.


Saad to Lapp, July 27, 1966; Awni Dajani to Board, PAM, July 26, 1966.

Saad to Lapp, August 2, 1966.

Copy: letter to Prime Minister, August 4, 1966.

Points...Discussion...PAM.

Minutes, Board, PAM, August 31, 1966.

Benoit, to Lapp, September 6, 1966.
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Correspondence and Records.

Saad to Lapp, September 7, 1966; Minutes, PAM Board, August 13, 1966.

G. Ernest Wright to Benoit, September 12, 1966.

Benoit to Lapp, September 20, 1966; Khatib to PAM, September 9, 1966.

PAM: Personnel, Finances, Dead Sea Scrolls, Defacing of buildings.

PAM Nationalization, August 12, 1966.


Lapp to Wright and Cross, August 12, 1966.

The Palestine Gazette, February 1, 1955.


Capriccio Allegro...The Christian Century, October 5, 1966.


Israel...Qumran, J(erusalem?) Post, January 2, 1966.

Correspondence and Records.


Broadcast text: Dead Sea Scrolls.


Correspondence and Records.

Re: Scrolls, Claremont Graduate School and University Center Bulletin, Vol. 36, No. 4; Vol. 36, No. 6.

Photograph: shipment to Smithsonian Institution...Scrolls.

Tentative Outline...Exhibit...Scrolls.

de Vaux to Barnes, June 21, 1964; Barnes to de Vaux, May 7, 1964.

4Q 175 Testimonia, The Fourth Cave...Qumran...1952.

Proposal...Smithsonian...1965.

Lapp to Van Beek, March 6. 1964.

Barnes to de Vaux, May 7, 1964.

Lapp to Sanders, April 29, 1964.

de Vaux to Dajani, April 4, 1964.

Leonard Carmichael, Smithsonian, to de Vaux.

de Vaux to Francis, February 20, 1963; de Vaux to Parkes, February 20, 1963; Rik to de Vaux, February 20, 1963.


K. M. Kenyon, February 13, 1963; Kenyon to de Vaux, August 12, 1962; Kenyon to Frank (Francis?), August 12, 1962; to Kenyon August 23, 1962.

Correspondence and Reports.

Answers to charges...Allegro, 3 copies.


Lapp, ASOR, to Van Beek.

Correspondence and Records.

Lapp (?) to de Vaux (?), no date.

de Vaux to Strugnell, March 11, 1964.

de Vaux to Skehan, March 11, 1964; Skehan to de Vaux, March 2 1964.

Strugnell to de Vaux (?), February 9, 1964.

Proposed plan for exhibit of Scrolls.

de Vaux to Skehan, January 25, 1964; Milik to de Vaux, January 21, 1964; de Vaux to Milik, January 25, 1964; Strugnell (?) to de Vaux, February 8, 1964; Cross to de Vaux, Jan. 28, 1964.
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Correspondence and Records.

Case IV, Distribution List.

Stucky (?) to de Vaux, December 2, 1863.

Skehan to de Vaux, January 5, 1964.

Mss. 4Q: montage, premier lot, 4Q, Milik.


Baillet to de Vaux, December 7, 1963.


Correspondence and Records.

Letter, no identification.